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When I asked were there any dobbins this isn’t quite
what I expected. I have notified the Seahorse trust
(www.theseahorsetrust.org) to see if they can identify
this unusual looking seahorse.
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Contained within these papers are my
take on the Red Sea trip, so thanks to
Mike and apologies for all those
mentioned in this issue, and to Dave
Goddard for misplacing the CD of
photos he gave me.
PeteB

Chairman’s Bit
Welcome to the first Free Flow of the new 2010/11 club year!
I would like to welcome two new members to the club Richard Fryer and Philippa Denny. Richard and Philippa are both progressing through the
Ocean Diver course. Please make them feel welcome.
My first year as club chairman has been a challenging but rewarding experience. The club should be proud of its history and also proud of what
we have achieved. I would like to highlight some of our achievements:
Divers have progressed their experience and qualifications with a number of members qualifying as Ocean Divers and starting Sports Diver
training. We have a number of divers currently working towards Dive Leader and Instructor qualifications. We have qualified new Diver Cox’s
and Boat Handlers and we have even qualified two new Boat Handling Instructors.
22 club members, partners and friends spent an excellent week in the Red Sea aboard MV Whirlwind completing hundreds of dives between
them. We also conducted 8 UK trips to places such as Plymouth, Weymouth, Swanage and The Farne Islands. We have also have active
Wednesday evening and Mid week Stoney contingents.
A number of successful and enjoyable social events were held, such as the Christmas quiz where I personally drank far too much cloudy cider,
the annual awards dinner and the also the summer BBQ at Coombe Abbey. I would like to thank Dave J, Claire and Vicky, along with Nigel the
money man, for preparing and organising these events.
The club exhibited at the Broughton Astley Carnival, distributing nearly 300 leaflets. We generated a lot of interest from the event and we will
look to undertake other such events next summer.
Many refreshing beverages are drunk each Tuesday evening in watering holes such as The Royal Oak, The Greyhound and The Fox.
Most importantly members have enjoyed their diving and enjoyed time with each other. At the risk of sounding like a stuck record, it is the
personal friendships that bind the club together.
So what do the next twelve months hold in store? As I said at the AGM a few weeks ago we have a great club, with great people. We should all
be proud to be members of Lutterworth Sub Aqua Club.
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We do however have some challenges to overcome this year, not least a potential club budget deficit of around £1600. This will mean tough
decisions will need to be taken. We will be planning some more discussion and planning nights shortly.
We have the ability as a club to dive just about anywhere we want when we want to. As a club we have the ability to train divers from Ocean
Diver to Advanced Diver practically when ever we want.
I have a challenge for members of the club. With Christmas coming up we have some interesting and different gift opportunities available for
family and friends. How about giving the gift of a try dive or learn to dive course? More details on the “learn to dive” and “try dive gift packs”
are in this edition.
Our new Training officer recently emailed details of the upcoming training courses. Please let Mike know if you would like to be part of any of
these courses or if you have any other training requirements.
Finally the annual dinner dance and award evening is fast approaching. The evening offers great food, great conversation, good beer and the
chance to socialise outside of the usual club environment. Tickets are £35 per person and a £10 deposit reserves a seat. Please let Claire Brown
know ASAP if you would like to come along.
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With Christmas fast approaching why not give your loved ones and friends a gift with a twist this year?
What better way to show them what you spend all your spare time doing than a try dive in the pool with one of the clubs instructors or a complete
learn to dive course?
We have developed a special gift pack for both try dive and learn to dive packages.
The Try Dive gift package consists of:
•
•
•

Individual named gift certificate
Try Dive information pack
Photos of the try dive emailed to the recipient as a keep sake memento.

The date of the try dive can be arranged by the recipient at a later date or chosen at the time of purchase. On the evening the recipient will be
fully briefed by a member of the instructor team and will spend around 30-40 minutes under water.
All of this for only £10! You will also be helping the club raise a few extra pounds.
The Learn to Dive Gift package costs just £129 and consist of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Individual named gift certificate
Annual BSAC membership (to common renewal date)
2 months membership of Lutterworth Sub Aqua Club
All Ocean Diver training materials
BSAC Qualification book.
Use of all SCUBA equipment needed during training*
All theory lessons
5 pool diving skills lessons
5 open water qualifying dives*

* Excludes exposure suit hire if needed, Stoney Cove entrance / Boat fees and air fills for open water qualifying dives
Ocean diver courses will be run on demand.
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For further information or to purchase a gift package please contact one of the committee.
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RED SEA 2010
Even though I had been looking forward to this trip for some time for me the trip sort of arrived in a bit of a blur. There are many ways of
explaining this with lots of prose but well to cut it short I was somewhat hung over. My feeble excuse was that I was dragged away from my
daughters wedding before the beer had run out, even though I’d given it a good go. The trip started for me about 04:30 on Sunday 30th, Nelly B
kindly driving us to the airport, about 5 minutes later when I woke up we were nearly at the long stay car park, I love time travel.
We journeyed out without problem, just as hot and dusty as I remember and the usual pointless baggage checks at the port, but I can remember
thinking to myself who cares am on holiday; just been to my daughters wedding; felt Ab Fab then aboard Whirlwind shoes and socks off for the
rest of the week then first beer of the trip. Yes wasn’t quite so hung over now. There were a total of 21 dives, Claire managed very single one; the
rest of us missed at least one; me I hear you ask, well I missed two night dives, having just 3 dives on 2 of the days.
I won’t bore you with reports on each dive but I shall mention a few of the dives. Firstly there was the shake down dive on Ras Katy. Didn’t start
well having arrived without my BCD hose instead had my wing hose instead. Well by the time this was sorted everyone else in the water, except
my buddy of course who was patiently waiting, so a quick kit up and off we go. Get to the bottom, circa 12m,
check contents gauge 200 bar good! Check computer where the f##ks my computer no problem check backup
computer, where the f##ks my backup computer. No problem its only a shallow checkout dive, so signal buddy
explain the situation so that we were both diving off his computer. [Mental note to check with DO what that
under water signal my buddy made meant.]
Naturally the dive progressed well without issue so thought no more about it, until that evening. No one had told
me about the kangaroo court, and shock horror my buddy whom I had known and trusted for many years had
dobbed me in to the Judge, Jury, Prosecutor and Executioner aka Chris “Borat” Taylor. This of course made me
very sad, see photo left, note both computers so perhaps I learnt something from the experience. Not only was
there the naming and shaming but a cruel sadistic punishment was metered out, namely jumping off the top
deck, yes it’s amazing how much higher it is looking down rather than looking up. Fortunately the compensation
was that the following day I was Judge, Jury, Prosecutor and Executioner so not only was everyone nice to me
but if anyone did anything untoward I was the second person to know about it. The daily list is reproduced
below
Monday 31st May:Winner: Pete Barnard; Reason: Doing the checkout dive minus computer; Punishment: Jump off the top deck into sea.
Tuesday 1st June:8 / 14

Winner: Dave Goddard; Reason: Getting so engrossed in photography he surfaced with 20 bar; Punishment: Jump off the top deck wearing
Chris’s mankini. If proof was needed, see below yes this made Sue happy and Dave as well. (Yes the Full Mankini at the end of this report)

Wednesday 2nd June:Winner: Neil Brown; Reason: Squealing like a dolphin under water, just because his camera was flooding again; Punishment: Give a
demonstration to the assembled how a dolphin squeals under water.
Thursday 3rd June:Winner: Dave Jacques; Reason: Leaving his buddy high and dry by calling the dive just as the stride entry neared; Punishment: Do all 4 dives on
the Friday.
Friday 4th June:Winner: Nigel Spickett; Reason: For changing buddies through the dive on the Thistlegorm. Yes the “lesser spotted bearded spickett fish” was
found popping up amongst various buddy groupings; Punishment: Make everyone’s tea in the morning.
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Yes there should be photos of the other offenders but between the date I started writing this, i.e. early Aug, and now, i.e. nearly mid Oct, have
somehow managed to misplace the CD that was provided with lots of the Re Sea photos. So have made up for it by using some of the phos from
previous trips, most notably the front cover, I bet Ian doesn’t even remember taking this one.
All in all this was a terrific trip with lots of humour as well as the diving. We even dived some places I hadn’t dived before namely Thomas reef,
Jackson reef, Ras Ghozlani and Small Crack at Sha’b Mohammed. Each of these were really nice scenic dives particularly Small Crack when just
about to start the ascent was joined by a turtle who swam in then around and then back again. There was also lots of the usual wrecks, including
the 2 below, one of the Rosalie Muller courtesy of Roger Holmes and one of a complete wreck still to be identified.

Not withstanding the diving there was one event that dominated the entire week, which traumatised most of the trip members and crew. I leave
you with the shocking evidence below. Please don’t show this to any children.
Pete Barnard
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